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SUMMARY
This report was originally intended as a trip report regarding the use of airplanes for a Shuttle LTEF-
to-airplane lasercom experiment; however, because of the wide range and relative completeness of
the pertinent technical material that was covered, it is prepared as a technical report. It includes
relevant technical details about-
The pros and cons of the Wallops Flight Facility airplanes, and some information about the Ames
Research Center airplanes.
Orbital mechanics of tracking/viewing a Shuttle Orbiter from an airplane (including slant range, azi-
muth, elevation and time, magnitudes and time rates) and their effects on aircraft maneuvers, selec-
tion of a viewing port, and viewing blockage.
The pros and cons of a side port with a bubble window vs. a top port with a dome.
The mechanics of why the elevation angular rate increases with elevation angle and the corresponding
coverage time; i.e., time in view decreases (drastically-about one order of magnitude) during incre-
ments of higher elevation angles of a given pass.
The optimum aircraft latitude location (a few degrees less than the Shuttle's orbital inclination) for
maximum coverage of consecutive Shuttle Orbiter passes.
The mechanics of why the total coverage/available viewing time of an orbital pass is practically the
same for an airplane as for a ground station.
The total coverage per day by an optimally located airplane, which could be six consecutive passes
of approximately 8.5 minutes average/pass or approximately 50 minutes per day, assuming that the
airplane can stay up for 9 hours, because the passes are 1.5 hours apart.
Also included is a set of computer run outputs and various Shuttle Orbiter ground traces with an
airplane coverage circle. The Wallops airplanes can operate out of either Cape Canaveral, Holmstead
AFB, or San Marco, all of which are suitably located for maximum coverage of a Shuttle Orbiter
and for continuous RF communications to provide operational command and control from the
POCC with planned NASCOM support. Wallops has in the offing, a Gulfstream, G-4 airplane which
this experiment might use in the early 1990s. This airplane seems ideal for the purposes of this
experiment.

1.0 Introduction
Originally, a seriesof lasercomexperimentswasplannedbetweena lasercomterminal onboardthe
geosynchronous(GEO) AdvancedCommunicationTechnologySatellite(ACTS),and a Laser Technol-
ogy Experiment Facility (LTEF) onboard a low-earth orbiter (LEO), namely the Hitchhiker-G
(HH-G), a payload-of-opportunity carrier on the Shuttle Orbiter. The lasercom terminal onboard
ACTS was a joint effort between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Lincoln Laboratories
(MIT-LL), with Department of Defense (DOD) support, and the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). The DOD has withdrawn its support, while there is still NASA support. However, the
NASA support is not adequate for the GEO terminal as originally planned, but there is apparently
adequate support for the LEO-LTEF terminal. Therefore, a working group was established at the
GSFC within the Engineering Directorate under the leadership of Mike Fitzmaurice, the Head of the
Instrument Electro-Optics Branch/Code 723. The author was assigned to the working group (WG)
and was given the task of evaluating the NASA aircraft for use as carriers of a lasercom terminal
for performing lasercom experiments between the LEO-LTEF terminal and the aircraft terminal.
NASA has aircraft at the GSFC, Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), and at the Ames Research Center
(ARC).
The purpose and scope of this report is to present a preliminary assessment of which of the NASA
aircraft could be used cost effectively as a host carrier of a lasercom terminal for performing laser-
com experiments with the LTEF that would be onboard a Shuttle Orbiter.
2.0 Orbital Mechanics Considerations
The total available contact time per Shuttle Orbiter pass as seen by an aircraft tracking station is
• 6.3 minutes for emax = 5.2 °
• 8.6 minutes for emax = 20 °
• 9.0 minutes for emax = 40 °
• 9.2 minutes for emax = 90 °.
This is diagrammatically depicted in Figure 1, where ema x is the maximum elevation angle of the
slant range (SR) vector from the aircraft to the Shuttle Orbiter for a given Shuttle pass that is cov-
ered by the aircraft's coverage circle; i.e., the circle whose radius is the maximum slant range at 0 °
elevation (see also Figure 1). In this case, the maximum slant range (SRma x) is:
• SRma x = 1980 km = 1,070 nm = 1230 statute miles or just plain miles
for
h s = 300 km, altitude of Shuttle Orbiter
h a _- 30,000 ft. × 0.305 × 10 "3 km/ft
= 9 km, altitude of aircraft.
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The maximumslant rangefor a groundstation is only 30 km more than for the aircraft, and
hence,the viewingtime for a groundstation is only lessthan or approximateto 9 secondsmore
than for an aircraft for the worst caseof ernax= 90°, and significantly is less for lower emax.
Note that the Shuttle Orbiter is traveling at a linear speed of "-- 7 km/sec.
Shown in Figure 2 are the elevation angle, e, versus time for several ema x. It can be seen that the
elevation angular rate, de/dr, increases rapidly above e _ 30 ° and peaks at emax . This can be
shown mathematically by considering the extreme cases, de/dr at e = 0 ° and at ema x. Referring to
Figure 3 for an overhead pass with ema x = 90 ° ,
• At e = emax
• dO/dt = v/(R+h) ( 1)
de/dtoverhead = v/h. (2)
• . de/dt = [(R+h)/h] d0/dt, overhead (3)
• At e = 0 °, i.e. at horizon
- from triangle ABC
= 90 ° - 0. (4)
from straight line AC
ot + 90 + _ = 180 °
.'.ot= 90 - _ = O. (5)
The component of v normal to SR is v sin 0, and at horizon
de/dt = (v sin 0)/(SR) (6)
but sin 0 = (SR)/(R+h), from A ABC (7)
.. de/dthorizo n = v/(R+h) << de/dtoverhead = v/h. (8)
This helps explain why, for example, the total time in view is 8 minutes for an Orbiter pass that
has a maximum elevation angle of 14 ° versus 9.2 minutes for an Orbiter pass that has a maximum
elevation angle of 90 ° . This highlights the need for the tracker on the aircraft to be capable of
viewing the Orbiter at the lower elevation angles. Also, it highlights the disadvantage of those air-
craft telescopes that can only view at elevation angles of 35 ° to 70 ° , as in the case of the NASA
Kuiper A/C, C-141 KAO at Ames Research Center. The maximum total contact time available dur-
ing this increment of elevation angle (35 ° to 70°_ is only about 1.8 minutes. For this and other
reasons, the following discussions will concentrate on the Wallops aircraft, while the Ames aircraft
are covered in Appendix E.
3.0 Optimum Airplane Location
The best aircraft location for providing maximum coverage of several consecutive Orbiter passes, and
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Figure 3. Simplified Tracking Geometry.
hence maximum viewing time, is at latitudes between about 19 ° and 28 ° for an orbital inclination
of 28.5 °. For instance, observe the Shuttle Orbiter ground traces in Figure 4 from reference 1. As-
sume that the airplane is operating out of Holmstead AFB at a latitude of about 25 °. The maxi-
mum slant range seen by the aircraft while operating/flying "on-station" is about 1,000 nmi, which
corresponds to a viewing distance of 17° in latitude (i.e., there are 60 nmi per one degree of lati-
tude). Now draw a coverage circle (actually it will appear as an ellipse as will now be explained)
with the center near Holmstead AFB and the radius of 17 ° in latitude and 17°/cos 25 ° = 19 ° in
longitude, because the number of nmi per degree longitude is 60 nmi X cos (latitude): i.e., the
longitude lines approach each other as the latitude increases until they meet at the pole. Such a
coverage circle is shown in Figure 4. From that coverage circle, it can be seen that up to seven
consecutive passes can be seen by the aircraft.
These series of consecutive passes as seen by an airplane tracking station at a given latitude and
given longitude (within the useful flight range of the aircraft) come in bunches of five to seven con-
secutive passes covered once per day at aircraft latitudes "_ 20 ° to 28 ° , and bunches of two to
three consecutive passes every 12 hours at aircraft latitudes of _ 0 ° (i.e., at the Equator); see ref-
erence ! for details. In both cases, the average time per covered pass is 8 to 8.5 minutes. Thus,
an airplane operating at ~ 25 ° latitude can provide up to an average contact time of 40 to 50 min-
utes per day, which corresponds to 4.5 to 6 hours per 7--day Shuttle Orbiter mission. This could
be a favorable trade-off consideration when comparing an aircraft-to-Shuttle lasercom experiment ver-
sus a Spartan-to-Shuttle lasercom experiment, because although a Spartan could provide "_ 40 hours
of operation time per present design and battery power limitations, the Spartan would need to get
a manifest on the Shuttle, which could be difficult and probably relatively expensive. The Wallops

personnelwereastute enoughto point this out. It is clear that they are enthusiasticabout this ex-
perimentand would like very much to participatein it.
There are 1-1/2 hours between passes. Thus, to cover four consecutive passes, an airplane tracker
would need to remain aloft for 6 hours or more, a factor that may affect the choice of which air-
plane to use. Some airplanes can stay airborne longer and at higher altitudes than others.
Regarding the places that the Wallops airplanes can operate out of in order to provide the maximum
coverage discussed above, the Wallops Flight Facility has contacts at Patrick AFB/Cape Canaveral,
Holmstead AFB, and San Marco. The Wallops airplanes can operate out of any of those places.
4.0 Wallops Airplanes
Figure 5 shows the existing Wallops aircraft. Appendix E provides information about the Ames air-
planes and why they were dropped from further consideration at this time. The Wallops aircraft of
interest to us for use as a lasercom terminal and their pertinent characteristics are as follows (see
also Table 1).
4.1 Saberliner, T-39 has the following features: one 16-inch-diameter hole presently being installed
in the top, which could be used for a dome; 39,000-foot maximum flying altitude; very small side
ports which are not useful for lasercom; greater than or approximately equal to 3 hours flying time;
and $1,050-per-hour cost for flying. When the costs for travel to Holmstead AFB, contractor sup-
port, per diem, and other project-unique costs are considered, the total operational cost to the Pro-
ject is about $44K to $65K for use of this airplane for lasercom experiments for a 7-day Shuttle
Orbiter mission.
Because of its 3-hour flight limitation, this T-39 would cover two passes, land and refuel, and as-
cend during the 1-1/2 hours between passes to cover two more passes for a total coverage of four
passes per day. These passes would average about 8.5 minutes per pass, which corresponds to _ 34.0
minutes total available lasercom experimentation time.
The cost for installing and integrating a dome is essentially nil. The 16-inch-diameter hole in the
top of the T-39 is ordinarily covered with a plate. To install a dome, the plate would be removed,
and the dome inserted and bolted into place. We would provide the dome with a flange that has
the proper dimensions and holes for bolting into place. An O-ring could be used to provide the
proper pressure seal. See Figure 6, which shows a dome for use on aircraft (reference 2). The
ftrst flange from the top is the flange for bolting to the aircraft frame.
The Chief Pilot, Mr. Riley, asked about the aerodynamic effects/hazards of such a dome on the T-39.
Mr. Doug Young, the aeronautical engineer, said that he could install a "makeshift" or cylindrical
dome on the T-39 when the hole is finished in the next few months, and fly the T-39 to assess
the effects of the dome.
Regarding information about the vibration spectra for the three airplanes of interest, Doug, the aero-
nautical engineer, has a spectrum analyzer, which he can use. He could install some accelerometers
and obtain some vibration spectra for the LTEF Working Group (WG). Also, he could send the WG
appropriate airplane MIL specifications that are to be used for designing instruments/experiments for
use on the airplanes. Those specifications may also have some useful vibration data and/or spectra.
An airplane that can fly above the clouds most or all of the time is advantageous. Thus, the T-39
would be more advantageous than the Electra or the Orion from that viewpoint, because it flies at
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39,000 feet, whereas the Electra and Orion fly at _ 25,000 feet. Clouds are essentially opaque to
our laser wavelength of ~ 870 nanometers. This is one of the primary reasons to use an airplane
instead of a ground station, a question that was brought up by Doug Young. Also, a ground sta-
tion can see the Shuttle Orbiter little more (less than or approximately equal to 9 sec/pass) than an
airplane can. In addition, as is generally well known, the atmosphere, moisture, and particulates in
the atmosphere, as well as atmospheric turbulence play havoc with a laser beam.
4.2 Orion, P-3 has two 16-inch-diameter holes in the top, which can be used for a dome(s). Its
base operational cost is $2,700 per hour, it flies at _ 25,000 foot altitude, and it can stay up in
excess of 6 hours. Thus, it could cover four consecutive passes per flight. It is a relatively large
airplane and can provide more-than-adequate accommodations, including a toilet.
Figure 7 shows the Orion P-3 and some of its capabilities, while Figure 8 shows the Electra, which
is similar (reference 3).
The Orion has two or more side ports of 18-inch-diameter on each side. A bubble of good optical
quality can be used in lieu of the plastic ones presently in place. The bubble extends out a few
inches past the fuselage surface, and thus can provide increased azimuth and elevation viewing angles
for a two-axis gimballed telescope or a rotating flat one. For instance, it appeared that the range
of elevation angles from a side port with a bubble could be from _< 0 ° to about 40 ° , which would
cover most of the available viewing time as pointed out earlier, see also reference 1.
When viewing out of a side port, the aircraft must maintain its heading such that the Shuttle Or-
biter remains in view. This is diagrammatically depicted in Figure 9 for tile case when the port
being used is on the left-hand side (LHS) of the airplane, and the airplane location is north of the
Shuttle ground trace, as the Orbiter is heading east and southeast. In this case, if the airplane is
south of the Shuttle ground trace, then it would need to bank and turn to the right. Again, with
the airplane north of the Shuttle ground trace as shown in Figure 9 and a viewing port on the
right-hand side (RHS) being used, then the original airplane heading at time (1) would have been
southerly, and the airplane would have to bank and turn towards its left, and so on for other cases.
If the lasercom aperture can be gimballed in azimuth, then the aircraft can be relieved of flying a
perfect (or nearly perfect) heading. The amount of azimuth that must be accommodated depends
on the length of the pass being covered, which in turn, depends on the ema x of the pass. Fig-
ure 10 shows how the azimuth depends on ema x.
Another important factor to be considered is the rate at which the viewing azimuth varies with
time, because this will affect the design of the aperture azimuth drive/speed and/or will dictate how
steep and fast the airplane must bank and turn, respectively. Figure !1 shows how the dAz/dt
varies with time for two of the worst cases of e,nax; i.e., einax = 69 ° and 81 °. Other cases are
shown in Appendix C. The dAz/dt is worst for the larger e,nax.
Many airplanes can turn at 180°/minute without difficulty. Whenever dAz/dt exceeds either the
180°/minute guideline or whatever the airplane's turn capability is, then the Az drive of the tele-
scope/aperture can take up the slack in the case of a side port installation. In the case of a dome,
the dome's Az drive can do the entire job of keeping the telescope/aperture properly aligned, re-
gardless of the airplane heading. However, for a direct overhead pass where ema x = 90 °, the dAz/dt
can become infinitely large at e = 90 °. Therefore, it would be desirable to plan the aircraft loca-
tion ahead so as to avoid direct overhead passes.
When the airplane is banked, the elevation viewing angle relative to the airplane's wings is affected.
12
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For instance, in the case shown in Figure 9, the airplane must bank and turn to its left, so the
maximum elevation that is available for viewing is reduced by the amount of the bank angle. Keep
in mind that the maximum elevation angle that is available for viewing depends on the blockage
caused by the upper lip/edge of the viewing port. Mathematically,
let CAMH the Available Maximum viewing elevation angle allowed by the port blockage
relative to the local horizontal, and i.e., relative to the earth's Horizontal;
and
let eAM w the Available Maximum viewing elevation angle allowed by the port blockage
relative to the airplane Wings.
Then eAM H = eAM w -+ IBAI (9)
IBA[ = absolute value of the bank angle.
Use the negative sign for a bank to the left, the positive sign when the bank is to the right, and
the viewing port is on the LHS; and vice-versa when the viewing port is on the RHS.
Based on these complicating factors, one can begin to see the merits of a dome that has azimuth
and elevation drives that give a 360 ° range in azimuth and a 180 ° range in elevation as allowed by
the dome of Figure 6, reference 2, shown earlier. Furthermore, the azimuth and elevation drive
motors of this dome can drive the azimuth and elevation angles at rates of
360 ° in 4 sec for Az,
180 ° in 20 sec for e,
or
dAz/dt (maximum drive rate) = 90°/sec,
de/dt (maximum drive rate) = 9°/sec,
which appear adequate to handle the dAz/dt and de/dt for the passes computed in the figures and
attachments. For instance, the maximum angular rates that would be experienced, if we restrict
ourselves to passes that have maximum elevation angles of 80 ° or less, are
de/dt < or " l°/sec _ for emax _< 81 ° .
dAz/dt < or "" 8°/sec ) (10)
One advantage to a side viewing port is that the Shuttle can usually be seen from the aircraft at
night due to reflected sunlight, a phenomenon that can be used advantageously during signal acqui-
sition. The Wallops people have experienced this phenomenon. The Shuttle appears as a very
bright, moving star which can be seen as it comes up over the horizon. In such a case, the acqui-
sition scenario for Lasercom can be modified to take advantage of this visual acquisition. For in-
stance, the Lasercom telescope could have an aligned "gun-sight" mounted on it. The operator
could put the Shuttle on the cross hairs of the eyepiece and notify the POCC via the radio links.
Per the Wallops people, the aircraft would be in continuous RF contact with the ground, and with
proper planning of the ground links (NASCOM support), the airplane could be in continuous contact
18
with the POCC. The POCCcould then commandthe LTEF onboardthe Shuttle HH-G to turn on
its beaconand to point it in a specifieddirection,basedon the positionsof the Shuttle and the
airplane. By keepingthe Shuttle in his "gun-sight,"the operatorcould switch the acquisitionto
automatic,or he could assistthe acquisitionuntil the Shuttle-basedLTEF beacon is detected and
then hand over the acquisition to the electronics. It is a bit too complicated to adequately discuss/
explain this apparent advantage, but perhaps it merits some consideration in the trade-offs used in
deciding on a side port with a bubble versus an overhead port with a dome.
4.3 Gulfstream G4 airplane is in the offing at Wallops in the time-frame of interest for this exper-
iment; 1.e., early 1990s. This airplane flies at 50,000 to 60,000 feet, well above any cloud cover or
"dense" atmosphere. It can fly for 10 to 12 hours and could cover six consecutive Shuttle passes.
This appears to be a very suitable airplane for our purpose. For additional information, see Appen-
dix F-"Gulfstream SRA--4 Aircraft" and reference 5.
5.0 Atmospheric Effects
The atmospheric effects were analyzed and reported herein as Appendix G by Harvey Safren,
Code 723, for Shuttle LTEF-to-aircraft-based lasercom terminal experiments. In summary, on the
downlink from the Shuttle Orbiter to the aircraft, there is no severe atmospheric absorption at alti-
tudes above 25,000 feet, even at low elevations, provided the downlink wavelength is selected to be
away from the water vapor absorption lines (see Appendix 7 for details). Regarding absorption, the
above is also true for the uplink. Regarding turbulence caused by the air flow past the optical
window, there is no significant effect on the downlink, but on the uplink there may be some sig-
nificant beam steering caused by the atmospheric turbulence. This beam steering effect can be com-
pensated for by using a wider beamwidth and transmitting more power to compensate for the in-
creased spreading/space loss. On the uplink, it is expected that adequate transmitter power can be
provided. In any event, this issue will be analyzed more thoroughly in an ongoing analysis.
Regarding atmospheric turbulence, there may be significant fading a small percentage of the time at
the low elevation angles, for both downlink and uplink. This fading would be roughly a maximunl
of: (a) 3dB a small percentage of the time at 25,000 feet, and (b) 1.5dB a small percentage of
the time at 39,000 feet.
6.0 Conclusions
Wallops has three airplanes, each with advantages and disadvantages as summarized in Table 1 pre-
sented earlier, and a fourth airplane in the offing that apparently has all of the advantages, but none
of the disadvantages. This fourth airplane is a Gulfstream G--4, that can fly at altitudes of 50.000
to 60,000 feet with a 10- to 12-hour flight duration, that has a toilet, and has good accommoda-
tions for payload, electronics, and people, it may be available in the time frame-early 1990s of
interest for this experiment. It is worth looking into further.
A side port with a bubble-type window is more advantageous than a flat plate window, because the
ports :ire limited in size. A bubble window would allow coverage of a significantly wider range in
the viewing elevation and azimuth angles without blockage.
At night, the Shuttle Orbiter is visible as a bright star. In that case, a side port lends itself more
readily than a top port for manual and visual assistance during acquisition.
A top port with a dome, similar to the one described in reference 2, is, in my opinion, the most
advantageous choice for a Shuttle LTEF-to-airplane lasercom experiment. A dome can provide
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completeelevationand azimuth coverage,and the one detailed in reference 2 can meet all the angu-
lar rates except for direct overhead passes where dAz/dt approaches infinity. The costs to integrate
the dome in an available top port are essentially nil (per the Wallops Flight Facility personnel). The
cost to make a dome such as the one in reference 2 is very modest (per the Ames Research Cen-
ter personnel). Although a preliminary cost estimate is ballparked at $80K (per the Ames Research
Center personnel), for an in-house build, this attractive number needs to be thoroughly researched
and verified.
It should be mentioned that the airplanes of the Ames Research Center have been looked into (see
Appendix E) and the references given therein. This effort, as well as the overall effort of evalua-
ting the NASA aircraft for Shuttle LTEF-to-Airplane Lasercom Experimentation, will continue.
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Appendix A
February 24, 1988
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
723/Instrument Electro-Optics Branch/Dr. Kalil
531.1/RF Interface & Mission Analysis Section
Aircraft Coverage of a Shuttle Orbit
An analysis was done to determine the maximum amount of
coverage possible from a flying aircraft communicating with a
typical Space Shuttle orbit.
The following are the assumptions used in the analysis:
a. Shuttle orbit of 300 km.
b. A 28.5 ° incllnation.
c. A possible flight range of 600 miles between orbits for
the aircraft.
d. An elevation angle from the aircraft of 0 ° to 90 ° .
The results of the analysis are as follows:
a. The maximum possible pass time is 9.2 minutes.
b. For an equatorial location, there is approximately 43
minutes of possible coverage per day.
c. For a location at 26.5 ° there is approximately 60
minutes of possible coverage per day.
d. By moving the aircraft 8 ° east for the first two
passes, then to the central longitude (crossing _oint of two
nonconsecutive orbits) for the next three/then 8 west for
the last two or three passes, there is approximately 57
minutes of coverage _er day. (See the table for mobile
position around 26.5 U latitude.)
e. For a location at 19.5 ° , there is approximately 50
minutes of possible coverage per day.
f. For a central position of 19.5 ° latitude located at
the crossing point of two orbits that are separated by three
orbital periods, and moving the aircraft according to the
following instructions, approximately 80 minutes of coverage
per day could be expected. Movement of the aircraft is as
follows:
,.PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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i. For pass i, aircraft is located i0 ° east and
i0 ° south of central position.
2. For pass 2, aircraft is located 5 ° east and 5°
south of central position.
3. For pass 3, aircraft is located at central
position.
4. For pass 4 through 6, aircraft is located 7 °
north of central position.
5. For pass 7, aircraft is located at central
position.
6. For pass 8, aircraft is located 5 ° west and
5 ° south of central position.
7. For pass 9, aircraft is located 10 ° west and
i0 ° south of central location.
It appears that any location between 19 ° and 28 ° latitude
will allow 50 minutes of coverage a day, with additional
coverage available by moving the aircraft between the orbits.
It should be noted that in order to obtain this coverage,
over 10 hours of flight time is required while on location,
excluding flight time to and from the support position.
Attached are the tables and the acquisition of signal (AOS) and
loss of signal (LOS) times for various positions indicated
above, and a world map with a ground track of a 300 km Shuttle
orbit.
If you have any questions or need further analysis, contact
me at 286-8692.
Ronald Vento
Attachments
cc: Mr. Stocklin/531.1
Mr. Scherer/531.1
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Appendix B
Reprinted from JOURNAL OF ATMOSPHERIC .AND OCEANIC TECHNOLOGY, Vol. 4, No. 2, June 1987
Amelficu M_,eofoh_iadSoc_-[y
Airborne Tracking Sunphotometer
TAK MATSUMOTO, PHILIP RUSSELL, CESAR MINA AND WILLIAM VAN ARK
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. CA
VICTOR BANTA
Trans-ttay Electronics, Redwood City, CA 94035
21 March 1986, and 26 September 1986
ABSTRACT
An airborne tracking sunphotometer, mounted on the outside top surface ofan aircraft has been developed
to provide unrestricted viewing of the Sun. This instrument will substantially increase the data that scientists
can gather for atmospheric studies. The instrument has six wavelength channels and an aulomatic data gathering
system. The instrument's optical features, tracking capability, mechanical features, and data gathering system
are described.
1. Introduction
An airborne tracking sunphotometer has been de-
veloped at NASA Ames Research Center for the pur-
pose of obtaining accurate multispectral atmospheric
extinction measurements at different altitudes. The
limitations of ground based sunphotometers are dis-
cussed in Pitts (1977). This new instrument is designed
to be mounted on the top of an aircraft and outside
the cabin in a configuration allowing an unobstructed
view of the sun. Previous measurements were made by
observing the sun through an aircraft window; this
configuration severely restricted the viewing angle to
the sun. Moreover, an additional calibration of the
window had to be done to account for attenuation and
angular effects.
2. Instrument
The instrument consists of a solar-tracking system,
detector module, temperature-control system, nitro-
gen-purge system, mechanical drive chain, and data-
collection system. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The two-axis solar-tracking system can be seen in
Fig. 2. The solar-tracking system was designed to
achieve two objectives: first, to be able to acquire the
sun starting from a position several degrees away; and
second, to track the sun with an accuracy of +0. I ° in
the presence of aircraft movements. A large field of
view (FOV) is required because the initial pointing is
manually controlled until solar acquisition occurs. The
large FOV simplifies the initial pointing and, in addi-
tion, enables the system to reacquire the sun if tracking
is lost because of abrupt movements by the aircraft.
To accomplish the two objectives under normal cir-
cumstances is not too difficult, but in this case the sen-
sor was restricted in size and location. It was designed
to fit into the detector module surrounded by the sci-
ence detectors; the sensor design is shown in Fig. 3.
The sensors used are Clairex photoresistors that have
been matched to track each other over the operational
range of sun intensities. The sensing technique uses a
shadow mask that bisects each detector when the sys-
tem is in balance. This design allows for very accurate
tracking, yet at the same time provides a FOV of-+25 °.
This unique design resulted in a sensor with a wide
FOV and accurate tracking in a very compact package.
The dome rotation is referred to as azimuth motion.
The central section of the dome is free to rotate within
the dome, perpendicular to the azimuth, and is referred
to as elevation motion. The control system is designed
to compensate for the flight characteristics of the Con-
vair 990 aircraft and acceleration/vibration limits have
not been determined. The flight conditions are benign,
except during a turn. During cruise, the typical roll
rate is _+40 arc min in 30 sec, typical yaw is _+10 arc
min in 30 sec, and typical pitch is __.6arc min in 30
sec. The worst-case conditions occur during a turn; the
time required to turn 360 ° at 400 kt is 8.2 min for an
azimuth rate of 0.73 deg sec -_. The system is designed
to move in elevation or azimuth at 8 deg sec -t. The
acceleration that may occur during a turn is estimated
to be !.0 rad s-2. If the instrument should lose lock the
reacquisition occurs very rapidly as long as the sun is
in the FOV of the instrument. The tracking system
responds quickly because it uses a single rate of 8 deg
sec-* for tracking.
The detector module, shown in Fig. 4, is a cylindrical
unit that plugs into the main unit through a connector.
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FIG. I, Airborne sunphotometer block diagram.
The module is easily removable for maintenance and
repair. It contains six separate silicon photodetectors,
each with its own optical filter, which are replaceable;
a sun sensor for sun-tracking purposes; and a temper-
ature sensor and heater to control the temperature in-
side the module. The filters range from 380 to 1020
nm with a nominal bandwidth of 10 nm. The detectors
used are Silicon Detector Corporation devices that
combine a detector and preamplifier inside a TO-5 style
can. The FOV of each detector is set by the entrance
aperture to 2 ° , the inside surfaces of the aperture as-
sembly are anodized a dull black to reduce internal
reflections, and a baffle is included to further reduce
reflections. The 2 ° FOV was selected to allow for _1 °
of tracking error without affecting the solar-radiation
signal. The entrance aperture is protected from the air-
stream with a fused quartz window; no lenses are used
in the system. Much of this design borrows from earlier
work done by Tomasi (1978) and Russell (1978).
The temperature-control system uses a combination
of accurate electronic feedback control and simple bi-
metallic thermostat controls. The reasoning behind this
approach is that parts of the system require heating,
but not absolute temperature control. The six detectors
located inside the detector module require absolute
temperature control and are temperature controlled to
45 ° _+I°C by an analog temperature control system
located inside the aircraft cabin. The position control
electronics can withstand -55°C, but the stepper mo-
tors cannot operate below -10°C. The heating re-
quirements here are easily served by heater blankets
controlled by bimetallic switches. To reduce heat loss
the dome shell and the detector module are constructed
offiberglass. The system was tested in an environmental
chamber at -55°C; the detector temperature dropped
to 44.5°C and the stepper motor temperature dropped
to 26°C.
To prevent condensation from forming on the win-
dow, a dry-nitrogen purge system is included. A small
flexible tube is used to route the nitrogen into the de-
tector module, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The nitrogen
is continuously on during each flight from takeoff to
landing.
The mechanical drive train was designed to provide
a mechanical torque multiplication of 80 for the stepper
motors and to prevent external forces from driving the
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FIG. 2. Airborne sunphotometer.
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FIG. 3. Solar tracker sun sensor.
gear train backward. The torque multiplication was
needed because the size of the stepper motors was lim-
ited by the size of the overall dome, which was pur-
posely kept small to minimize aerodynamic drag.
Stepper motors were chosen for the drive power be-
cause of their inherent reliability and adaptability to
digital-control systems. Their reliability is due in large
part to the fact that they do not contain brushes, a
common source of mechanical faiJure, and their
adaptability to digital control systems because they are
digital devices that move in discrete steps. The gear
train includes a nonslip drive belt that connects the
stepper motors to a worm which in turn drives a worm
gear. A characteristic of worm/worm gear combina-
tions is that they cannot be driven backward by external
forces. This desirable characteristic was specifically
31
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chosen to prevent aerodynamic forces from setting up
mechanical oscillation. Backlash is present in the gear
train, but is small enough to be ignored.
3. Data collection
The data-collection system is based on a Hewlett-
Packard HPS816 computer with floppy disc and
printer. A data-collection, data-processing, and printing
program, which is interactive and easy to use, was writ-
ten for the HP9816. Besides the computer, the data-
collection system includes a multiplexer, a 12-bit an-
alog-to-digital converter, and electronics to process the
aircraft inertial navigation data. The data are sampled
approximately every 2 scc and are synchronized with
the aircraft data system which provides the altitude,
longitude, and latitude data. The science dataset in-
dudes the six detector signals, detector temperature,
tracking error, sun tracker azimuth angle, sun tracker
elevation angle, and UTC time. The computer stores
the data on 3.5 in. floppy disks, each of which can hold
270 kilobytes of data. The data are also printed out for
real-time check and backup. Besides the data-collection
program, additional programs are being written to
process the data and display Langley and optical-depth
plots. Future plans are to integrate some of the pro-
cessing and plotting programs to operate in near real
time to provide graphical display of atmospheric con-
ditions during a flight.
4. Calibration and flight tests
The system was test-flown in December 1984, and
in April 1985 it was flown in a validation mission for
the SAGE 2 satellite. The 1985 mission was based in
Brazil, and results were presented at the SAGE 2 Sci-
ence Team Meeting at Ames Research Center in May
1985. Preparations were made to operate the sunpho-
tometer in a second SAGE 2 validation mission in Au-
gust 1985. However, the mission was canceled by the
loss of the CV990 aircraft. In place of the lost mission,
the system was taken to Mauna Loa Observatory to
obtain calibration data simultaneously with the Uni-
versity of Arizona calibrated sunphotometer. The in-
strument is designed to retain its calibration. The de-
tectors are temperature controlled and the amplifier
gains are set with precision resistors. The resqlution of
the detector signals is limited by the 12 bit analog--
digital converter that can resolve I part out of 2048 of
the 0 to +10v detector signals. The instrument is de-
signed to operate in clear skies and it is also assumed
that over the period of a flight profile there are no solar
fluctuations. There is evidence in the literature that in
the wavelength region of interest solar fluctuations
would account for less than a 1%variation of the data.
On the matter of clear skies, it is possible that the in-
strument could be used to look through patchy cirrus
clouds by controlling the pointing with the data col-
lection computer (assuming that the computer is fast
enough to gather data and control the instrument) by
utilizing the attitude, longitude, and time of day data.
Several future missions are planned for this instrument.
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Appendix C
Some Orbital Mechanics/Tracking Considerations
The following figures show:
.
The maximum time that the Shuttle Orbiter is in view of an airplane as a function of the
maximum elevation angle (ema x) as the Shuttle Orbiter passes by (sometimes referred to as a
pass). This Wpe information tells the contact time that would be available for performing
communications (lasercom) experiments with the Shuttle.
2. How the elevation angle varies with time for various ema x. This type information is useful in
evaluating the desired elevation angle coverage by the airplane lasercom terminal.
3. The elevation angular rate (e) as a function of time for various ema x. This information is
needed for determining the slow rate requirements of the airplane lasercom aperture elevation
angle drive system.
, The total change in azimuth (AAz) over a Shuttle Orbiter pass as a function of ema x for the
pass. This information is useful for trading off airplane turning requirements versus the air-
plane lasercom aperture azimuth drive requirements.
. The azimuth angle (Az) of the slant range vector from the airplane to the Shuttle Orbiter
(i.e., azimuth of the viewing line-of-sight) versus time into tile pass for various emax. The
azimuth and time are "normalized" or set equal to zero at the start of the pass. This infor-
mation is useful in trading off the airplane turn requirements versus the airplane lasercom ap-
erture azimuth drive requirements.
. The magnitude of the azimuth angular rate as a function of time into the pass for various
ema x . As above, this information is useful in trading off airplane turn requirements versus
the airplane lasercom aperture azimuth drive requirements.
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Appendix D
Tables: Coverage Analysis
In these tables-
• The first 5 columns give the time in units of year, month, day, hour, minutes, and seconds,
when the Shuttle Orbiter would be in view of a tracking aircraft station.
• Shuttle position in units of latitude (degrees), longitude (degrees), and altitude (kilometers)
are presented in columns 6 through 8.
• Columns 9-I1 indicate azimuth (Az in degrees), elevation (EL in degrees) and range (slant
range, km) from aircraft to Shuttle, when the Shuttle Orbiter is in view of the tracking air-
craft station.
The Shuttle Orbiter passes that are tabulated are for the cases when the maximum elevation (ema x)
for a particular pass reaches:
(a) 88.4 °
(b) 80.8 °
(c) 71.6 °
(d) 68.6 °
(e) 64.1 °
(f) 40.2 °
(g) 20.0 °
(h) 10.5 °
(i) 5.2 °
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Appendix E
Shuttle/Aircraft Lasercom Study
F. Kalil
Summary to Date (3/7/88)
1. General
Strong consideration was given to using the NASA Kuiper A/C (reference l, 2), C-141 KAO,
which operates out of the Ames Research Center (ARC), because it has its own telescope
(36-inch/91.5-cm aperture) with a tracking and pointing system (reference 2). Per reference 2,
it can track a 10.5th magnitude star with an accuracy of a few arc seconds. It can take pay-
loads of up to 350 pounds. Under normal conditions, it can maintain roll, pitch, and yaw to
about +0.5 ° or less under autopilot control. The autopilot can limit roll in light turbulence
to +2°; however, the telescope is isolated from these fluctuations in attitude.
It appears that we cannot use their acquisition system because of the way it is designed and
implemented for their use, namely as an Astronomy Observatory. For instance, to acquire,
they use pre-prepared masks of star maps for their acquisition camera, which apparently has a
video-type display. When the star "background" in the sky matches their pre-prepared mask,
the operator initiates completion of acquisition, and switches to the tracking mode. Here again,
it appears that we cannot use their tracking system, because the tracking mode of interest to
us (it seems to me) would be what they call PEAK. They use PEAK for automatically cen-
tering on the position of maximum signal from the experiment detector (reference 2). At
first glance, this would appear to be applicable to automatically centering on our laser signal
from Shuttle; however, my concern is based on the following quotes: "Field rotation occurs
at rates which may be as high as 70 ° per hour"..."The drive rates are approximately one arc-
minute per second." It appears that their drive rates are designed to match the field rotation
rates that they experience in their astronomy experiments/observations. These drive rates are
much too slow for tracking a Shuttle Orbiter. It is my opinion that the ARC would not per-
mit us to modify/speed up their drive system.
Two other important factors which lead me to feel that the C-141 KAO is not attractive as a
candidate aircraft for a lasercom experiment with the Shuttle are the following:
1. The limitations of the 36-inch telescope in elevation and azimuth angles, and;
2. The high demand by astronomers for the C-141 KAO (references 3, 4), which leads me to
believe that our proposal for use of the C-141 KAO would receive a low priority.
The C-141 KAO telescope looks out of a port on the LHS of the aircraft in front of the left
wing. Its angular excursions are limited to 35 ° to 70 ° elevation and +2 ° in azimuth (refer-
ence 2). This severely limits the viewing time of a Shuttle Orbiter. Computer runs, giving
elevation angle, azimuth angle and slant range of the Shuttle to a judiciously located aircraft,
have been made (reference 5). These runs show that, precluding elevation angle or azimuth
angle limitations, the judiciously located A/C can cover five consecutive Shuttle Orbiter passes,
each averaging about 8 minutes, with little or no aircraft change in its prescribed "on station"
location.
Later on, the elevation and azimuth angles and slant ranges will be plotted versus time to show
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the effect of viewinganglelimitations due to telescope/viewingport configurations. Then, var-
ious NASA aircraft, viewingports, domes,telescope,and/or rotating flat (mirror), and judiciously
prescribedaircraft maneuverswill be studiedto cost-effectivelyoptimize the viewingtime.
For instance,assumingthat a dome with a rotating flat is cost-effective(this will be looked in-
to further), then maximumcoverage/viewingtime can be realized. On the other hand, aircraft
maneuverscan be usedto someextent to overcomeelevation/azimuthanglelimitations. For in-
stance,the larger NASA aircraft can fly straightwith a bank angleof 5° without significant
loss in altitude and dangerousside slip (reference6). Also, to covera 5-to 6-minute Shuttle
pass,the aircraft could fly a semi-circularpattern ill 5 to 6 minuteswith a 5° bank angle.
Most aircraft can completea 180° turn in 1 minute, if necessary,so that from the LHS side
of the aircraft, one could view the ShuttleOrbiter as it coniesup over the horizon. Then the
aircraft could make its 180° turn in 1 minutc to let us view the ShuttleOrbiter as it descends
over the horizon.
It is interestingto note that a viewing port on the RHS of the aircraft is more optimum than
a port on the LHS of the aircraft, because the Shuttle Orbiter flies from west to east, and
viewing times are prolonged while the orbiting "target" spacecraft appears at the lower elevation
angles (e) where its angular rate fde/dt) relative to the tracking aircraft is lowest, i.e., de/dt in-
creases with e. Thus. the necessary aircraft bank angle during a semicircular flight pattern
would enhance the viewing time from the RHS when there are limitations on the telescope's
lower elevation angles.
Acquisition
Regarding the acquisition scenario, it would be advantageous to let the Shuttle Orbiter provide
the acquisition beacon. Then the aircraft laser terminal that is seeking the beacon would be
looking skyward at a dark. cold sky with relatively low background noise. On the other hand,
if the aircraft was to be the source of the acquisition beacon, then the laser terminal on-board
the Shuttle would be looking earttaward at a warm earth and bright clouds with relatively high
background noise.
Radio Communication
Per reference 6, the Wallops aircraft have HF, VHF, and UHF radio. Wallops has access to
bases in Florida near the most advantageous latitudes, for coverage of 28.5 ° inclination Shuttle
orbits. At these bases, the aircraft could be in continuous RF communication with the ground
base. By proper planning and NASCOM support, the Lasercom POCC could be in continuous
RF contact with the aircraft via the ground base, as well as in contact with the Shuttle LTEF
via TDRSS. Thus. with proper planning, we can have continual RF contact/communications
with both the Shuttle LTEF and the Aircraft Lasercom Link, for telemetry, voice, command
and control.
Aircraft Position Error
Per reference 7, the Wallops aircraft use the Litton LTN51 Inertial Navigation System (INS),
which is about 10 years old. In addition to other error sources, this INS has a position
error due to drift of 1 nmi/hr. For flight/on-station times of 6 hours, this corresponds to
a position error of 6 nmi. This is intolerable for our lasercom experiment. However, Wallops
has recently purchased some GPS systems for use in their aircraft. They are presently in the
process of installing and checking the GPS performance.
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The GPS has two modes/levels of accuracy. The course mode provides the aircraft user posi-
tion to within -+30 meters CEP. In the "fine" mode, the GPS can provide the aircraft user
position to under -+10 cm CEP.
The Wallops aircraft and the Shuttle will be equipped with GPS in our time frame of interest
(i.e., 1990 and beyond).
Aircraft Altitude
Per reference 7, the Wallops aircraft use the Litton LTN51 INS, which provides continuous attitude
knowledge directly to the aircraft experimenter and his experiment. Reference 7 could give me no
information on INS drift or bias errors, but the INS provides roll and pitch to "-'0.1 deg. (rms) out
of the S to D loop at 500 Hz. The "_'0.1 deg. is due to the least significant bit.
The yaw error is also _'0.1 deg. rms. The yaw information comes out of the INS computer
at 4 readouts per second.
Time (reference 7)
The time of day is needed for synchronizing the lasercom experiment activities on the Shuttle
with those on the aircraft. The GPS system, which will be on both the Shuttle and Wallops
aircraft, provides time-of-day to an accuracy in the microsecond range.
The GPS system will have an essentially complete constellation of satellites in 1990-91.
Dome Costs (reference 8)
A quartz dome of good optical quality that could withstand the pressure differential (aircraft
interior to high-altitude exterior) was prohibitively expensive for Ames. They (ARC) designed,
built, and are using a relatively inexpensive dome. The dome characteristics are the following:
• Observatory-type dome (9-inch diameter) with a moveable slot.
• The whole dome rotates in azimuth.
• The slot is a 3-inch square hole covered with plate glass of proper optical quality.
• The slot moves up and down.
• The dome has two motors, one for azimuth and one for elevation.
• The dome was "hogged out" of a solid piece of fiberglass.
• The dome was made in-house at a total cost of less than $10,000.
Mr. Tak Matsumoto (8-464-6525) "built" it and followed through on it. He would know
more about the costs and might be able to provide estimates for larger domes. 1 will call him
when I have a better idea about how large a dome(s) 1 want to consider.
Dwaine Allen, a technician (ext. 5812), goes/flies all over with it and has drawings for it.
Dwaine works for Rudy (ext. 5254), an experimenter who uses the dome.
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I will contact DwaineAllen/Ames/ext.5812 to get drawingsof this above-mentionedome.
I will contactTak Matsumoto/Ames/ext.6525 to get estimatesof domecosts.
Meanwhile,Phil Russell/Ames/ext.5404 will sendme a User'sManualfor this dome.
Per RogerNavarro(reference6), Wallopshasa T-39 small jet aircraft, with a 16-inch-diameter
hole in the top, capableof accommodatinga dome. This smalljet aircraft can carry 1500
pounds,includingpeople,at altitudesof 38,000-39,000feet for 3 hours and 15 minutes. Be-
causeof its short flight time capabilityof 3 hours and 15 minutes,it could coveronly two
(possiblythree) consecutiveShuttlepasses.Evenso, I will look into it further.
Continuing Activities
• Call Dwaine Allen/Ames 8-464-5812 for drawings of their fiberglass, observatory-type dome.
• Call Tak Matsumoto/Ames 8-464-6525 for estimates of dome costs.
• Plot azimuth, elevation and slant range vs. time for assessing the impact of limited viewing
angles from aircraft ports.
• Assess the impact of limited viewing angles (elevation = 35-70 °, and azimuth = +2 °) of
the C-141 KAO aircraft for viewing a Shuttle Orbiter. (I am not ruling out the C-141
KAO as yet.)
• Sketch some configurations of telescopes/viewing ports/domes and rotating flats/viewing
ports/domes, to optimize cost effective viewing time capabilities.
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AppendixF
Gulfstream SRA-4 Airplane
by
Gulfstream Aerospace, A Chrysler Company
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Single, versatile aircraft type
minimizes .costs of performing
several specialized missions
Unique capabilities result
in higher utilization
For any government, large or small,
the Gulfstream SRA-4 can reduce air-
craft acquisition and operating costs
by providing new dimensions in utili-
zation.
This single aircraft can perform any
specialized support mission requiring
a combination of long endurance and
high cruise speeds, large cabin size, and
maximum operating flexibility under
the broadest range of conditions:
• Electronic and/or optical surveillance
and reconnaissance
• Maritime patrol
• Medical evacuation
• Priority cargo
• Administrative transport
Interiors can be engineered for
rapid reconfiguration for different
missions; frequently, the Gulfstream
SRA-4 can perform two or more of
these missions simultaneously, such
as administrative transport and
priority cargo.
A proven airframe with
superior performance
This unique versatility is possible
because the Gulfstream SRA-4 is a
derivative of the highly advanced
Gulfstream IV executive jet trans-
port now entering service with many
of the world's major corporations
and governments.
With its computerized flight man-
agement systems, new Rolls-Royce
engines and other advanced systems,
the Gulfstream IV achieves levels
of performance and productivity
unequalled by any other aircraft
in its category.
The Gulfstream SRA-4 has these
same superior features.
Gulfetreem jet strcrsft are used by military end |overnmental qenctes world-wide for such
diverse missions as maritime patrol and fisheries inspection; advanced systems research,
evaluation and traiet_; airways navigation checks; medical evacuation; priority carl;o;
end search-and.rescue.
• Long range IFR range of 4,300
n.m. 17967 kml provides airborne
endurance in excess of 9 hours at
long range cruise speeds of Mach
.80 _851km/hr)
• High operating altitudes. Maxi-
mum operating altitude of 51,000
feet (15545 m_permits unrestricted
operations.
• Airportper[ormance. Excellent take-
off and landing distances on hot days
and higher elevation airports maximize
long range mission capabilities.
• Engine reliability." Rolls- Royce Tay
engines combine low maintenance re-
quirements, 7,000 hours TBO. excel-
lent fuel efficiency to contribute to
low operating costs.
• Cabin size andenvironment. Usable
cabin volume is approximately 1,700
cubic feet [47.6 m'L with a flat floor
and stand-up headroom throughout.
A superior pressurization system main-
tains a comfortable cabin environment
at all altitudes to enhance crew effi-
ciency on long missions.
The Gulfstream SRA-4, with its
unique capabilities, low acquisition
and life-cycle costs, offers any nation
maximum return on the investment it
must make in support missions aircraft.
We have developed a comprehens_',c pre',,entatJon that detail,, the M'_.cciah/.ed rms
sions of the Gulf,,t ream SRA 4. including appropriate system,, and equipment.
interior configuration', and performance data To arrange a briefing, contact: (;ulf
stream Aerospace (orporal_on, Md:tary Requirements, 1000 Wilson Blvd., Suite
2701. Arhngton Virginia 2220tt b S A Telephone 17031276 95(R)
( ,ul|_,t n.';im
/k'. _l)_lt c
c_lty SLit lit ,,., * ,,
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yersatiieperformance, 4,300 n.m. range
increase maritime patrol effectiveness
Exclusive Economic Zones
require effective patrol
Most maritime nations have adopted
the concept of the 200 nautical mile
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Even
relatively small island nations face the
tasks of surveillance, patrol, resource
control and law enforcement involving
large ocean areas.
The Gulfstream SRA-4, a derivative
of the new and highly advanced Gulf-
stream IV executive jet transport, is
ideally suited by performance, tech-
nology and size to perform extremely
effective maritime patrol missions.
Systems support,
multiple advantages
The Gulfstream SRA-4 has the cabin
size and environment, plus ample
power to support the equipment and
specialists required for maritime sur-
veillance missions lasting several hours.
Features which increase the suit-
ability of the Gulfstream SRA-4 for
extended sea surveillance include:
• Rapid transit to and from search areas
• Ability to loiter economically
• Excellent low-speed, low altitude
Unique versatility
for other missions
In addition to maritime patrol, the
Gulfstream SRA-4 can perform other
missions requiring long endurance, high
speeds, a large cabin and operational
flexibility.
With "quick change" interiors, the
aircraft can be reconfigured rapidly for
any of these missions, and frequently
perform two or more simultaneously:
• Electronic and/or optical surveil-
lance and reconnaissance
• Anti-submarine warfare
• Medical evacuation (up to 15 litter
patients plus medical staff}
• Administrative transport (up to 18
passengers plus attendant)
• Priority cargo
With new dimensions in performance
and utilization, plus low acquisition
and life-cycle costs, the G ulfstream
SRA-4 can maximize the investment
every government must make in air-
craft for specialized missions.
handling characteristics
• Obller_r _ RDS Commt N1wv , _ SuI'VlvlI4 Geor ,
* Large cabin windows for _ c,_,,_ c,o,,,, .' ' 1 t
visual search ....., //', _ ,_-, [
_ ,_ . . ._ ii ---_.__._____
Sur_.nanco \ \ _ /
Radar RDaIO , OUmh"_er Ml.lon OI ...... E/.... Su_, t :r_ Re_l \ l
.. c..... ............
Sensors can include high definition \\, ' '\ \ \
sea surface search radar; Forward- _11
Looking Infrared (FUR) system; we haved_velopeda comprehensiveOresentationthatdetails the specialized
misstonsof theGulfstreamSRA-4.includingappropriatesystemsandequipment.
and Electronic Support Measures lnterlorconfigurattonsand perlbrmaocedata. Toarrange abriefing, c°ntact:Gulf" Cmifratttmm
[ESM/for emitter identification, streamAerospaceCorporation,MilitaryRequirements.I000 WilsonBlvd.,Suite ,,let,tta_mtt_
classification and location. 2701.Arlington,Virginia22209U.S.A.Telephone:1703)276-9500. A._n,tt_ca,-_
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High operating altitudes, long endurance,
large cabin size make ideal platform
for electronic/optical surveillance
Gathering intelligence data by air is
an essential element of planning for a
nation's defense. The effectiveness of
such missions, of course, requires an
aircraft with the optimum combina-
tion of long endurance at high alti-
tudes, speed and excellent operating
efficiencies.
in addition, the Gulfstream SRA-4
has excellent stability for sensors; in-
flight access to many components for
corrective maintenance; and a comfort-
able working environment for flight
crew and systems specialists through-
out missions lasting as long as 10
hours at high altitudes.
Unique versatility for
greater utilization
By taking advantage of a system of
"quick change" interiors, the Gulf-
stream SRA-4 can also be used for
other missions. The aircraft is ideally
suited by its high performance and
size for these additional support
missions:
• VIP transportation
• Administrative transport (up to 18
passengers plus attendant)
• Medical evacuation tup to 15 litter
patients plus medical staff)
• Priority cargo
The Gulfstream SRA-4, with its
unique capabilities, low acquisition
and lifecycle costs, plus outstanding
operating efficiencies, enables any
government to maximize the invest-
ment it makes in aircraft to perform
special support missions.
The Gulfstream SRA-4, a derivative ....... _
of the new and highly advanced Gulf- _ _ _ *'-. '- " _ l" ,_ ;
stream IV long range executive jet "*- ¢// _ _ L _-J_ /, ,'
transport is ideally su ted to _ I ,_.... _ -----_--_.._.f-z_---:--.._.q--_ /" /
' . . /f_." I _ --- - i I 'V I .'+ ' ' i.' ' I,_!_1i I Ifl _ ,
perform these m,ssions _,-'f._<_/ _ _ _! <_I_LI S--[]--J_I[ __---_ - _ , #
from stand-off positions _- -- _ _,_ _---'1 ,,'-t"7,_ _._,"-_a,l'_,-"r"-"-_-_v_ ."-_----'--i__ _ _ , _
t n a nation's own borders. _---_+'-S-_+ t U; " ,--._; '-,- -' _,! - 'I_--_ ..... _ . __-,....,X.__:___
+ \< " " ' ........Multiple sensors, :.-..=-z-_,=-_= _-_.--_ _--. +_ _ /
maximum effectiveness I .... 'X. _.____.___L__ J " ]_
The Gulfstream SRA-4 has the size _-- ..... _ " /
and power to support the systems _ _ " " I1 t _ _ _ / "_
I --5 l --q r: _ n _ 7
and spectahstsnecessary to Ih_. -jj _ ',l't ,ill 11 1, •
obtanthemostmeanngfu _ --[_1_ <_-: i_'l'_ll It " i .......
intelhgencedata. L--,-._---<T-_...7_--,- z--,_. ---
Sensors can include Side Looking
Synthetic Aperture radar (SLAR);
Long range Oblique Photographic
(LOROP) camera: Electronic Support
Measures (ESM); communications
intercept system: and VHF/UHF/HF
communications for command control.
We have developed a comprehensive presentation that details the specialized
mnssions of the Gulfstream SRA-4. including appropriate systems and equipment,
interior configurations and performance data. To arrange a briefing, contact: Gulf
_tream Aerospace Corporation. Military Requirements, 1000 Wilson Bird, Suite
2701. Arlington. Virginia 22209 U.S.A. Telephone: 1703) 276 9500
C.ulf_t ream
Acr_q_e
Aommrmam cc_N •
6O
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Appendix G
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
FOR
LEO/AIRCRAFT LASERCOM
The effects of the earth's atmosphere on the laser beam may be divided into four categories:
. Atmospheric extinction-i.e., loss of beam intensity due to absorption by atmospheric
gases (mainly water vapor in the spectral region around 8700 angstroms), absorption
and scattering by aerosols;
2. Refractive bending by the atmosphere;
3. Atmospheric turbulence effects-scintillation, beam wander and beam broadening;
4. Effects due to turbulence near the observation dome of the aircraft (due to the aircraft's
motion).
Each of these categories will now be discussed in turn.
Atmospheric Extinction
Calculations of atmospheric extinction were made for paths down through the atmosphere to air-
craft at altitudes of 25,000 and 39,000 feet, for elevation angles of 5° and 45 ° . For each altitude
and elevation angle a transmission spectrum was computed, spanning the wavelength range from
8,000 to 8,700 angstroms.
The calculations were done using the computer code described in Reference GI. The code is based
on the LASER code published by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory in 1978 (Reference G2),
which was extensively modified to allow execution on a desktop microcomputer and to generate
transmission spectra rather than tables of extinction coefficients.
The transmission spectra include the effects of absorption by water vapor (which is effectively the
only absorber in the wavelength range considered), Rayleigh (molecular) scattering (which is small in
the near infrared) and aerosol absorption and scattering. The atmosphere model used is a variant of
the U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1962), which is adjusted to apply to mid-latitudes in the summer,
with a rather high concentration of water vapor (3.68 precipitable centimeters). Also, a high con-
centration of aerosols was assumed, so that the total atmospheric extinction shown in the spectra is
on the high side.
The spectra are shown in Figures G I and G2. It is apparent that the atmosphere is nearly trans-
parent from 8,000 to 8,700 angstroms as seen from an'altitude of 39,000 feet, even at an elevation
angle of 5° . For an altitude of 25,000 feet, however, the atmosphere is nearly opaque at 5° eleva-
tion and shows strong absorption at 45 ° elevation, for wavelengths from about 8,100 to 8,400 ang-
stroms; outside this range (but within the 8,000-8,700 angstrom range) the absorption becomes quite
weak, even at 5° elevation.
From the above results, it is clear that the laser wavelength should be either less than about 8,100
angstroms or greater than about 8,400 angstroms, to ensure small atmospheric extinction at an air-
craft altitude of 25,000 feet.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK i_iOT FILMED
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Atmospheric Refractive Bending
From the classical astronomical formulas for the atmospheric bending of visible (or near-visible) light
(see, for example, reference G3), it may be concluded that the laser beam can be expected to un-
dergo a refractive bending (in elevation) of about a milliradian or less at low elevation angles, and
less at high elevation angles. However, because this effect should vary slowly in time (ignoring beam
wander due to turbulence), it should pose no problem for acquisition, tracking or signalling in a
laser communication system.
Atmospheric Turbulence Effects
Downlink-For the downlink case, beam wander and broadening are insignificant, because the path
through the atmosphere is too short for slight angular deviations of portions of the wavefront (due
to turbulence) to result in an appreciable displacement normal to the beam. Thus, only scintillation
needs to be considered. To assess the effect of scintillation, which causes signal fading, calculations
were made with a computer program (described in Reference G4) which, among other things, com-
putes the probability distribution of the received signal strength of a laser beam which passes through
a turbulent atmosphere.
The calculations were done for aircraft altitudes of 25,000 and 39,000 feet, with elevation angles of
5° and 45 ° at each altitude. The shape of the distribution, and the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean, depend only on the altitude integral of the index of refraction structure constant
(which in turn, depends on the aircraft altitude), the elevation angle and the receiving aperture area.
(The aperture area was taken to be 0.9 square meter, which is larger than the actual receiving aper-
ture would be and thus smooths the signal fluctuations more than the actual aperture would: thus
the degree of fading may be expected to be slightly greater than the values computed here.) The
computed ratios of the standard deviation to the mean of the signal for the cases computed are
shown in Table G I.
Table G1. Ratio of Standard Deviation to Mean of Signal.
Elevation Angle (degrees)
Aircraft
Altitude
(feet)
25,000
39,000
5
0.37
0.18
45
0.016
0.0079
From Table G1, it appears that fading will be slight at high elevation angles, but may be very deep
at low elevation angles. A better intuitive grasp of the signal distribution, and the corresponding
degree of fading, may be acquired by looking at a plot of the signal distribution; Figure G3 shows
the distributions for an aircraft altitude of 25,000 feet, for elevation angles of 5 ° and 45 °. From
these plots the likelihood of a given degree of fading is at least roughly apparent. Figure G4 shows
the same distributions plotted on a magnified vertical scale to more clearly show the shape of the
distribution for the 5° elevation angle. (The top of the 45 ° distribution is cut off.)
Uplink-For the uplink case, slight angular deviations of portions of the wavefront due to turbulence
will result in appreciable displacements normal to the beam, because of the long path of the beam
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after it leavesthe atmosphere. Also, if the transmittingapertureis small (a few inchesin diameter),
the fluctuations in index of refraction across the beam will be correlated, so that the entire beam
may tend to be deflected. Thus, for the uplink case, beam wander and broadening may be apprec-
iable and will have to be taken into account, along with scintillation, in calculating tlae signal fluc-
tuations at the receiver. The beam may be intuitively visualized as wandering erratically in direction,
with its width fluctuating slightly, while the intensity across the wavefront scintillates-i.e., fluctuates
in subregions of the wavefront. The three effects are correlated, because they all arise from the
same index of refraction fluctuations along the beam path. While it is not difficult to estimate
some kind of "worst case" fading at the receiver by treating each effect independently, it is not a
simple matter to calculate the actual probability of the signal at the receiver. It is interesting that
this calculation can be avoided by using a reciprocity theorem (see reference GS, which states the
theorem without proof and also contains an extensive bibliography on propagation through turbulent
media).
As formulated in Reference G5, the reciprocity theorem states:
For two optical systems, each consisting of a coherent transmitter and receiver sharing a
common antenna aperture through a beamsplitter, the effect of atmospheric turbulence
on the signal received by the first unit from the second will be identical instant-by-instant
to the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the signal received by the second unit from
the first.
As noted in Reference G5, this theorem allows tile use of fast adaptive optics to sense instantaneous
path distortions and uses that information to introduce a compensating distortion in the outgoing
beam. In particular, the measured fluctuations in angle of arrival of the downlink beam may be
used to modify the pointing of the uplink beam, which will compensate, in part, for the turbulence-
induced wandering of the uplink beam. The effect of this wandering may also be avoided by in-
creasing the width (and also the power) of the uplink beam.
For the purpose of computing the received signal fluctuation for the uplink case in the absence of
any adaptive pointing compensation, the reciprocity theorem allows the calculation of the uplink
case to be circumvented, because the signal fluctuations will be the same as for the downlink case,
which was calculated above by considering only scintillation effects, since beam wander and broaden-
ing are negligible, as remarked above. Thus, the conclusions about fading reached for tlae downlink
case apply also to the uplink case, as do the plots of the signal distributions (except for signal
magnitude scaling factors).
Dome Turbulence Effects
Downlink-The effect on the signal strength of turbulence around the observation dome caused by
the aircraft's motion would appear to be negligible. This seems intuitively clear, because the angular
deviations of portions of the wavefront would have to be very large (on tne order of 1 milliradian
or so) to cause even a few percent reduction of the signal strength, because of the small thickness
of the turbulent layer, and it seems unlikely that the turbulence would be strong enough to cause
such large angular deviations.
This conclusion may be strengthened by a simple mathematical argument. If is is assumed that the
motion-induced turbulence effects depend on the integral of the index-of-refraction structure constant
through the turbulent layer, as is true for atmospheric turbulence, then it is easy to show that the
total effect due to motion-induced turbulence is orders of magnitude below the effect of atmospheric
turbulence, even if the structure constant for motion-induced turbulence is orders of magnitude above
the atmospheric structure constant.
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The conclusionthat the motion-inducedturbulencehasa negligibleeffect on the receivedsignal
strengthwas further confirmedby consultationwith anothermemberof the InstrumentElectro-
Optics Branch,who is very knowledgeableabout this subject(seereferenceG6).
It shouldbe noted that theseconclusionsapply only to the receivedsignalstrength;the effect of
motion-inducedturbulenceon the angleof arrival of the signalmay not be negligible,but no quan-
titative information about this effect is presentlyavailableto the author.
Uplink-Because the effect of motion-induced turbulence on the received signal strength is apparently
negligible for the downlink case, it follows from the reciprocity theorem that the same is true for
the uplink case. If adaptive pointing is used, any effect that might be present due to beam wan-
dering would be reduced, since the angle-of-arrival fluctuations caused by the motion-induced tur-
bulence layer would be lumped together with the fluctuations caused by atmospheric turbulence. As
mentioned above in the discussion of atmospheric turbulence, the effect of beam wandering may be
avoided simply by broadening the beam and correspondingly increasing its power.
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Appendix H
Ames ResearchCenterAircraft
FY 1988
Airborne Scienceand ApplicationsProgram
Facilities
The FY 1988 Airborne Scienceand ApplicationsProgram(ASAP) facilities include aircraft, core sen-
sors,and support facilities and equipment. The ASAPhas four aircraft, two high altitude aircraft
(an ER-2 and a U-2) and two mediumaltitude aircraft (a C-130Band a DC-8-72). Thesefacilities
aredescribedin FiguresH1 through H4.
FigureH5 summarizesthe sensorsystemsavailableand identifieson which aircraft they are flown.
FigureH6 showsthe spectralcharacteristicsof major ASAP scannersand radiometersavailable. The
aircraft ThematicMapperSimulators(TMS),simulatesthe Landsat-4and -5 SatelliteThematicMap-
per (TM) spectralcharacteristics.At 70,000 feet altitude, the DaedalusTMS also simulatesthe TM
spatial resolutionof 30 metersin the visibleand IR bands. In addition, Amesmaintainsa data
facility for photographicand electronicdata production (SeeFigure H7). Further information on
theseASAP facilities may be obtained by contactingthe respectiveNASA/ARCAircraft Manageras
follows:
ER-2/U-2 John C. Arvesen Commercial (415) 694-5376
and Chief,High Altitude FTS 464-5376
Data Facility MissionsBranch
C-130B/ Donald L. Anderson Commercial (415) 694-5338
DC-8-72 Chief, Medium Altitude FTS 464-5338
Missions Branch
C-141-KAO Lou Haughner Commercial (415) 694-5339
(Kuiper) Project Manager FTS 464-5339
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ER-2, Lockheed
Description:
Performance:
Accommodations:
Support:
Sensors:
Crew: One Pilot
Length: 62 feet, 1 inch
Wingspan: 103 feet, 4 inches
Engine: One Pratt & Whitney J75-P-13B
Base: Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
Altitude:
Range:
Duration:
Speed:
Payload:
70,000 feet (Cruise)
3000 nautical miles
8 hours (Nominal 6.5 hours)
410 knots True Air Speed
600 Ib, Nose; 750 Ib, Q-bay; 1360 Ib, Wing pods
Q-Bay Instrumentations Area and Payload Pallets (Pressurized)
Wing Mounted Instrumentation Pods (Pressurized)
Nose Cone Instrumentation Area (Pressurized)
Zenith and Nadir Viewing Capability
Inertial Navigation
GOES Satellite Time Code Receiver
High Altitude Multlspectral Scanner
Airborne Coastal Zone Scanner
All'borne Ocean Color Scanner
Unear Array Scanner
Metrtc Cameras
High-Resolution Panoramic Cameras
Figure H 1.
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U-2, Lockheed
Description:
Performance:
Accommodations:
Support:
Sensors:
Crew: One Pilot
Length: 49 feet, 9 inches
Wingspan: 80 feet, 2 inches
Engine: One Pratt & Whitney J75-P-13B
Base: Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
Altitude:
Range:
Duration:
Speed:
Payload:
65,000 feet (Cruise), 70,000 feet (Maximum)
2500 nautical miles
6.5 hours
400 knots True Air Speed
750 Ib, Q-bay; 100 Ib, Canoe; 600 Ib, Wing pods
Q-Bay Instrumentations Area and Payload Pallets (Pressurized)
Wing Mounted Instrumentation Pods (Unpressurized)
Nose Cone Instrumentation Area (Unpressudzed)
Zenith and Nadir Viewing Capability
Inertial Navigation
GOES Satellite Time Code Receiver
High Altitude Multlspectrsl Scanner
Alrbome Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Alrborne Ocean Color Scanner
Unesr Arrw/Scanner
Metric Cameras
High Resolutio_n Panoramic Cameras
Figure H2.
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Description:
DC-8-72, McDonnell Douglas
Crew:
Length:
Wingspan:
Engines:
Base:
Two Pilots, Flight Engineer, Navigator
157 Feet
148 Feet
Four CFMI CFM56-2-C1 High Bypass Ratio Engines
Ames Research Center, Moffet Field, CA
Performance: Altitude:
Range:
Duration:
Speed:
Payload:
30,000-40,000 feet (Cruise), 42,000 feet (Maximum)
5460 nautical miles, 3000 nautical miles (Nominal)
12 hours, 6.0 hours (Nominal)
425-490 knots True Air Speed
30,000 Ib
Accommodations:
(6/87)
Sensor Viewports at 8 ° and 62 ° Elevations
Optical Windows
19-inch Panel Equipment Racks
Systems Support:
(6/87)
Dew/Frost Point Hygrometers
Radar Altimeter
Weather Radar
IR Surface Temperature Radiometer
Inertial Navigation
Time Code Generator
Metric and Panoramic Camera
(Nadir Port Mods Not Accomplished)
Housekeeping Data Distribution System
(Navigation, Flight, Environment, and TCG)
Walk-on: Ten to Twelve Stations Provided for
Investigator Supplied and Operated Sensors
Note: Additional Aircraft Modifications and Support
Systems Will Be Implemented
Figure H3.
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C-130B, Lockheed
Description"
Performance:
Accommodations:
Support:
Sensors:
Crew:
Length:
Wingspan:
Engine:
Base:
Two Pilots, Fight Engineer, Navigator
97 feet, 9 inches
132 feet, 7 inches
Four Allison T56-A-7 Turboprop
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
Altitude:
Range:
Duration:
Speed:
Payload:
25,000 feet
2500 nautical miles
8 hours at 25,000 feet
150-330 knots True Air Speed
20,000 Ib
Zenith and Nadir Viewports
External Antenna Attachment Mounts
Optical Windows
19-inch Panel Equipment Racks
Dew/Frost Point Hygrometer
Radar Altimeter
Weather Radar
Inertial Navigation
Time Code Generator
Closed Circuit Television
Data Acquisition
Metric Cameras
Multispectral Scanner
Microwave Scatterometers
Walk-on: Eight Stations Provided for Investigator Supplied
and Operated Sensors
Figure H4.
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AIRBORNE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAM (ASAP)
FY 1988 SENSORS SYSTEMS
SYSTEt.IS
SCANNERS/RADIO_IETERS
NSOOI-THEMATIC MAPPER SIHULATOR
DAEDALUS-THEMATIC MAPPER SIMULATOR l
DAEDALUS-AIRBORNE OCEAN COLOR IMAGER
PRT-5 RADIOMETER
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
AVIRIS
MAINTAINED
& OPERATED
8 CHANNELS ARC
12 CHANNELS ARC
9 CHANNELS ARC
I CHANNEL ARC
L,C&P BAND JPL
220 CHANNELS JPL
AIRCRAFT
C-130B
ER-2/U-2
ER-2/U-2
C-130B/DC-8-72
DC-8-72
ER-2/U-2
CAMERAS
METRIC - 6", 12", 24" FOCAL LENGTH
PANORAMIC
HIGH RESOLUTION PANORAMIC
GE_IERAL SUPPORT
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ER-21U-21
C-130BIDC-8-72 2
DC-8-72 2
ER-21U-2
DC-8-72
GENERAL SUPPORT
DEW/FROST POINT HYGROMETER
P_DAR ALTIMETER
WEATHER RADAR
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
TIME CODE GENERATOR
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
HOUSEKEEPING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
DATA FACILITIES
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
ARC
C-130B/DC-8-72
C-130B/DC-8-72
C-130B/DC-8-72
ALL AIRCRAFT
ALL AIRCRAFT
C-130B
C-130B/DC-8-72
ER-2/U-2
C-130B/DC-8-72
_REAL-TIME DATA LINK CAPABILITY
2DC-8 NADIR PORTS NOT INSTALLED
Figure H5.
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Image Processing Capabilities
Applications Aircraft Data Management Facility
High Altitude Missions Branch
NASA-Ames Research Center
(415) 965-6252
Data Acquisition Airborne data are recorded in a
digital Pulse Code Modulated (PCM)
format.
The A.A.D.MF. Image Processing
Facilities are capable of: (1)
converting 14-track high density
PCM tapes to computer compatible
tapes (CCTs), and (2) performing
interactive image analysis on these.
Conversion to CCTs
lermtna#
Bit Sync Frame Sync
Prmler
Plotter
for Quick
Look
The airborne data tapes are con-
vetted to CCTs on an HP-t000 host
computer system. The process
includes decommutation, storage of
each band or scan line on disk,
optional correction for geometric
distortion, and writing the final tapes
in computer compatible format_
Tape RecorOer/
Reo_oo_cer
Computer
TaDeDnves
800/1600t62501_,
Image
Storage
Disc
120 MByte
CCTs to Experimenter CCTs are available for an experi-
menters use at this point These are
written in 8 bit, 9 track form and are
available in either 800, 1600 or
6250 bpi.
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Image Processing and Enhancement Previously acquired scanner data are
availab4e and may be viewed on
IDIMS" (InteractiveJDigital Image
Manipulation Syste'm}- by
appointment.
°Pro4urt Of ESL. tnc
Interactive Digital Image Manipulation System
Image Image
Storage Storage
D_sc I DIsc
I 120 MByte
120 MByle J
HP-3000
Computer
Terminal
Pranter
Image
Processor
COlOr Enrja_cedWdeo Ima3e
Color
Camera
System
Image processing and enhancement
are performed on IDIMS. With this
system, images may be pseudo-
colored; images in various bands
can be ratioed and manipulated
algebraically; gain changes can be
made; overlays with other data can be
made; and images can be rotated or
translated.
Output products are in the form of
computer listings, color enhanced
video images, and prints or trans-
parencies of these images. Pnnts are
8" X 10" with 512 X 512 line re-
solution. Transparencies are 4" X 5"
with 4096 X 4096 line resolution.
Phologt a'*,h of
Color Enhanced
V,deo Image
Ames Research Center
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VIEWING PORT
1. SIDE EMERGENCY EXiT DOOR IRH FORWARD)
2. EMERGENCY ESCAPE LJ_DDER (RH REAR)
3. E_P'-AFE ROPE (RH REAR EMERGENCY ESCAPE HATCH)
4. EMERGENCY ESCAPE HATCH (NO, 3 HATCHI
S. SIDE EMERGENCY EXIT DOOR (RH REAR)
S. ODOR (RH REAR)
7. EMERGENCY ESCAPE HATCH (NO. 4 HATCH)
8. EMERGENCY ESCAPE LADDER (LH REAR)
C-141-KAO
e. DOOR (LH REAR)
10. SIDE EMERGENCY EXIT ODOR (LH REAR)
it. CREW ODOR (LN FORWARD)
12. ESCAPE ROPE (FLIGHT STATION)
EMERGENCY ESCAPE HATCH
12. STATIONARY i_,DOSR (FLIGHTS"rATION
EMERGENCY ESCAPE HATCH)
14. FLIGHT_rAT1ON EMERGENCY S$CJ_e| HATCH
(NO. 1 HATCH)
1S. SIDE EMERGENCY EXIT DOOR (LH FORWARD)
Figure H7a. Emergency Exits.
34 U 8
12 11 I_
Viewing P_,_, _" Tele._ol_ 1915 eml, 1-5t_ _m Spectrum
• C-141-KAO. Kuq:_r Airborne Ob_rvatory
• BaN: Aroal RC, Moffet Field, CA
• Altitude: 45,000 Ft (14 kin)
• Range: 6000 n.mi, (11,000 krn)
• Duration: :> 10 hr¢
• Payload/Rack Instrumentation: 600 Ibs.
• Viewing Elevation Angle: 35-70 = With Existing Telescope
• Viewing Azimuth via Aircraft Heading.
Note: 1-15 Are doors lind emergency exits.
• Base: Ames RC
Figure H7b.
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Figure H8. Plan View of KAO Cabin.
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Figure H9. Diagram of Telescope Assembly.
The telescope assembly has been rotated into a vertical plane. Approximate scale 16:1.
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